OUR MAP VISION

YEAR 1995

DIGITAL MAP PRODUCT

NOBODY IN INDIA VISUALIZED IT THEN!
It became a reality in 2004!

YEAR 2017

DIGITAL MAP TWIN

DOES INDUSTRY VISUALIZE IT TODAY?
Soon it will be a reality!
ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

MAPS
- Map Data - Vector
- 3D Maps
- Navigation Maps
- Terrestrial Mapping
- 3D Panoramic Indoor
- ADAS Maps
- 3D Panoramic Outdoor

APIs
- Advanced Map APIs
- Tracking & Telematics APIs
- Traffic API
- Navigation APIs/SDKs

TELEMATICS
- InTouch Platform
- WorkMate
- Fleet Management
- Asset Management
- Live Traffic
- CAD - Dispatch
- Tracking Devices
- Sensors & Peripherals
- LBS Apps

ANALYTICS
- Map Engine
- Location Analytics
  - Market Discovery
  - Site Selection
  - Neighborhood Profiling
  - Potential Analysis
  - Coverage & Potential Gaps
  - Micro Market Analysis
  - Market Share
  - Catchment Analysis
  - Drive Time Analysis
  - Affluence Distribution
  - RPI
CONSUMER SOLUTIONS

Apps for Billion Indians

MapApp

NaviMaps

Map Portal: https://maps.mapmyindia.com/
CONSUMER SOLUTIONS

SMART DEVICE
PERSONAL TRACKING

SMART DEVICE FOR
VEHICLE TRACKING

PND & IN-DASH
OUR CONSISTENT GROWTH

- All from the Indian Market
- IP based product and Solutions Company
- Maps & Location based Solutions
- Generated Employment for thousands of Indians
- 80% of expenses spent in India

We are a Truly Made in India, Made for India Company and Serving India for 22+ years
MAPMYINDIA PARTNERS WITH NRSC ISRO FOR MASH UP OF BHUVAN WITH MAPMYINDIA MAPS

MAPMYINDIA PARTNERS WITH ISRO FOR SAFEGUARDING FISHERMEN BY DEVELOPING THE NAVIC BASED FISHERMEN APP
Partnership with ecosystem

Partners with more than 50 organizations in the Industry to deliver the best products and solutions
THANK YOU!!

Made In India  Digital India  Made for India

MapmyIndia for Smarter India